
President Report Oct 2021

This will be my last report as President of NPAA.  My term has ended and I will now hand the
presidency over to Anne Summach. It has been an eventful 3 years, with much change both for
the organization, healthcare and the world at large.
I am proud of the immense amount of work of our board of directors and the huge strides we
have made with legislative changes, higher profile with key players in government and the
amazing work and response of NPs across the province in response to the COVID- 19
pandemic. There have been many challenges to work through and overcome but NPs in Alberta
have done just that. I want to personally thank each and every NP in Alberta for their dedication
to the profession, for stepping up in ways we never even imagined and often taking on
responsibilities and roles in response to the needs of Albertans in a stressed healthcare system
during the pandemic. I would also like to thank all healthcare providers, physicians, and
volunteers who have also stepped up to the challenges of the past 19 months. Your dedication
and care for all Albertans has been and continues to be outstanding.
The future of NP practice in Alberta, I believe, is bright and will continue to progress. I
encourage all NPs to be willing to step into roles of leadership to continue to pave the way for
NP practice in Alberta.
Thank-you to all the members for your ongoing support during my term as President. It has
been much appreciated. It has been a pleasure and privilege to serve NPs in Alberta. I look
forward to what the future holds. I know you will afford Anne and the rest of the board of
directors your continuing support as they lead NPAA. Once again thank-you.

Sincerely,

Mary- Elizabeth Cooper RN MN NP
President NPAA



Summer/Early Fall President Report

WCB
- Nothing new over the summer

Alberta Health
- The Minister of Health switched over on September 21st, 2021. The new Health

Minister is Jason Copping, who used to be the Labour Minister and is known to many
of the board.

- Will attempt to meet with the new Minister of Health as soon as possible.
- The Independent Practice Working Group is going strong. Meeting was to be held Sept

23rd with members of the AH team regarding the proposal which was formally
submitted to them in early September, but it has been delayed until October due to the
ministerial shuffle.

CARNA
- Marcie Smigorowski is the 0.5 FTE NP Policy and Practice Lead and we are meeting

with her monthly. Marcie has been appointed as a representative to the national
committee working on a single licensure plan.

- Completing the Continuing Competence Plan is now optional on the website and
CARNA is looking at ways to improve upon the renewal process and maintain
competence.

- Vaccine exemption announcement discussion - CARNA was able to work hand-in-hand
with the CPSA to ensure alignment on messaging and on the vaccine exemption
letter/guidance



- AISH forms - CARNA met with Alberta Health and it was determined that the barriers
NPs face regarding completing Part B of the AISH application are not legislative and
can be remedied relatively quickly. AH will move ahead with this amendment to the
forms.

- NP location and visibility - NPAA had requested an addition of consent on the licensure
page such that we could have a list of NPs practicing in the province. Instead, CARNA
is hoping the new provider registry mandated through Bill C-46 may give the
mechanism and framework needed for a registry of NPs in the province. This will help
both association work, and the public as they search for NP providers.

New Alberta Association
- Work continues on the nursing association umbrella organization.
- We are still going to need to consider if NPAA will join the organization.

AUNP
- Next date for certification submission is October 20th, 2021. Currently the support is at

40% or slightly better for both AHS and Covenant.
- New name is now Alberta Union of Nurse Practitioners

Provincial Nurse Practitioner Advisory Council
- Meetings continue regularly.
- Fall introductory meeting was cancelled due to COVID

RhPAP
- Met with them on September 21st to discuss the rural NP plan. They are interested in

seeing if we can get position funding approval through our independent practice group,
and then will work on a plan for additional training for new rural NPs.

- We have sent the Independent NP practice model to them so they are aware and can
provide support for the program as well.



AHS
- Meeting held on September 9th, 2021
- They are working on a plan for addressing gaps in emergency healthcare provision

legislation. Currently their policies support emergency medicine being provided by RNs
and NPs at AHS, but the legislation only names physicians as the professionals who
can provide emergent care. This issue has been moved forward to AH.

- AHS is working to help us with our third party insurance work. They will ask for a written
report from their HR department which determines insurance coverage for AHS
employees and will get it to us.

- We have sent a letter requesting hazard pay for AHS NPs during COVID. AHS
responded that they feel they are unable to address our request at this time.

NPAC
- Met Aug 17th.
- Continue to work on issues with insurance companies from a national standpoint.
- BC are advocating for the division of Family Medicine to include NPs
- Initiatives are directed toward practice and QI planning to improve primary care. NPs

will now be paid  to be a part of this group where in the past they were not.
- Manitoba through My Health Teams are encouraged to bring NPs and other specialists

into their teams to promote collaborative practice. There are financial incentives to
make it happen.

- Virtual Hospice Canada is looking for NPs to participate in developing palliative care
education for virtual hospice. Click on the link for details and to participate.
https://npac-aiipc.org/about-npac-aiipc/contact/

- The new membership platform is almost ready to launch.This will provide a great
database for NPs in Canada.

https://npac-aiipc.org/about-npac-aiipc/contact/

